Comparative systems genetics view of endometriosis and uterine leiomyoma: Two sides of the same coin?
Endometriosis (EM) and uterine leiomyoma (UL) are two most frequent benign tumors of monoclonal origin affecting about 30% of all women in their reproductive age. Modern molecular technologies have made a tremendous impact in understanding both disorders. Here is the first comparative analysis of molecular mechanisms underlying development of EM and UL as it looks from the platform of systems genetics. Similarities and differences of EM and UL at their incipient stages are enlightened with special emphasis on their gene networks, gene expression, and epigenetic regulation, of pathologic development. The analysis substantiates a new hypothesis postulating tumors as outgrowths of the stem cells with mesenchymal commitment lineage (mSC) which migrate from the endometrium/myometrium junctional zone of the uterus. Comparative analysis has revealed basic similarities of molecular pathogenesis of EM and UL suggesting molecular syntropy of both disorders. Peculiarities of the epigenetic landscape determining development of mSC may explain the existence of different clinical forms of EM and UL as well as their unique clinical manifestation. Some perspectives for practical and scientific application in EM and UL studies of this new hypothesis are outlined.